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ABSTRACT

Background: Emergency Medicine is an emerging specialty in the Indian medical

scenario. Our study, which is first in India and second worldwide, assessed the

perception of other specialties regarding the present status, purpose and the future of

Emergency Care in India. Method: A multicentre, questionnaire based survey was

conducted amongst 106 randomly selected consultants from other specialties in four

tertiary care hospitals in Kolkata, India. Results: 97.17% of respondents felt that the

official term for the specialty should be ‘‘Emergency Medicine’’ (40.57%) OR “Emergency

Medicine & Accident /Trauma Care” (56.60%). 93.40% of the participants perceived

that at least 1 Emergency Physician per shift, registrars and 12 beds would be needed

for a “fully equipped ED”. 85.05% and 51.72% of the respondents felt that Resuscitation

and Rapid sequence intubation should be done by Emergency physicians. Most of the

respondents (96%) felt that ED physician(s) had excellent resuscitation skills. Most of

the respondents (90%) felt that emergency medicine has an excellent future as an

independent specialty. Conclusion: The principal finding our study is that Emergency

Medicine, as a specialty in India, is accepted by other departments. The expectations

are high and there are potential areas with significant scope of improvement. The

perceived purposes and strengths provide a focus on proper training and development

of Emergency Medicine, while opinions on new practices and weaknesses indicate

scope of improvement. The results can contribute to decision-making for structuring

proper Emergency Departments. Further similar studies on a wider scale involving

other parts of India need to be done to ensure generelizability of the results.
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INTRODUCTION

Emergency Medicine is a relatively new speciality in

India and is still being accepted on a wider scale.

Although the specialty is practiced in many western

countries for several years Emergency Medicine still

remains in its infancy in India and there remain certain

uncertainties regarding its future.[1,2,3] Emergency

Medicine (EM) is a medical speciality dedicated to

the prompt diagnosis and treatment of unforeseen

illness or injury.[1,4,5] The practice of EM includes

the initial evaluation, diagnosis, treatment, and

disposition of any patient requiring expeditious

medical, surgical, or psychiatric care. In doing so,

the Emergency Department has to communicate and

liaison with a large number of departments and

specialties. It is therefore important and necessary

for Emergency Physicians to be aware of the views

of hospital colleagues.

The purpose of our study was to try and understand

how this new specialty in India is perceived by

consultants from other specialties - specifically their

understanding and expectations from Emergency

Medicine. The study also tried to evaluate level of

satisfaction with present standard of Emergency

Care and their perception regarding the future of

emergency medicine in India.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

This study was a multicentre questionnaire based

survey to find out how Emergency Medicine and the

Emergency Department is perceived by consultants

from other hospital specialties in terms of its growth

and acceptance as a specialty. The study also

evaluated the respondent’s expectations and

satisfaction with their local Emergency Department

care and the scopes for further developments.

The questions were formulated from the College of

Emergency Medicine’s ‘‘Definitions of the

Emergency Physician’’[5] and a previous study on

the Perception of Emergency medicine by consultants

and registrars of other specialties done by Reid et al

(2009)[4] in United Kingdom. Likert – type scale or

tick boxes were mostly used to answer the questions.

A box for comments was left at the end for any

additional comments.

The questionnaire covered the following:

1. General views such as purpose and need of

specialty of Emergency Medicine

2. Satisfaction level with current practice of their

hospital ED.

3. Future of Emergency Medicine in our healthcare

system.

A pilot study with test-retest method was conducted

to validate the questionnaire. Ethical considerations

at every stage of a research process, including the

choice of topic to research, was discussed with the

Research Ethics Committee of Peerless Hospital and

B.K. Roy Research Centre, Kolkata of the hospital.

No names were attached to the data collection form,

to allow for participant anonymity. Confidentiality of

data gathered from participants was respected at all

times.

Inclusion Criteria

ÿ Non EM working in Multispecialty hospitals in

the position of Consultants only.

ÿ Possess PG degrees/fellowships in their relevant

fields.

ÿ Hospitals with an Emergency Department(ED)

recognized by Society Of Emergency Medicine

in India (SEMI) were only included.

Exclusion Criteria

ÿ Doctors doing general practice (GP)

ÿ Consultants working in hospitals with no ED.

Study setting and method of data collection

The study was conducted between March 2012 and

December 2013 on 106 randomly selected Consultants

from four tertiary care hospitals of Kolkata. All these

hospitals have a fully functional Emergency

Departments that are accredited by the Society of

Emergency Medicine in India (SEMI). The

questionnaire was completed by the Consultants in

one to one interviews with the principal investigator

and the replies were kept anonymous.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of 106 completed questionnaires were

received from the participants. 27 of the respondents

were females and the rest 79 were males. Most of

the respondents were > 36 years of age (n 72). The

proportion of respondents from each specialty in the

study is given in the table below:

Indraneel Dasgupta et al / Perception of Emergency Medicine by Consultants of Other Specialities in Kolkata-india

The responses were analysed under the following

headings to assess the perception among our

colleagues regarding Emergency Medicine as a
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specialty, their opinion regarding structure and

function of an ideal department, satisfaction level with

reference to the Emergency Department(s) in their

hospital and what they thought about future prospect

of this new specialty.

Nomenclature

Traditionally, Emergency departments in India are

called ‘‘Casualty’’ but recently, the terms

‘‘Emergency Medicine’’ and ‘‘Emergency

Department’’ were introduced. There is, still today,

no specific nomenclature of our specialty in India.

Though all the training programs in India and the

Medical Council of India use the name ‘‘Emergency

Medicine’’ most of the government and some of the

private sector organisations still use the term

‘‘Casualty’’, or ‘‘Emergency’’. In our survey, we

included questions on nomenclature for the specialty

(Diagram 1). Most of the respondents were of the

opinion that the official term of the specialty should

be ‘‘Emergency Medicine’’ (40.57%) or ‘‘Accident

and Emergency Medicine’’ (40.57%). It should,

however, be highlighted that the study hospital

departments were called the ‘‘Emergency

Department’’ at the time of this study and that could

have been the reason that the previously used term

in India ‘‘Casualty’’ (2.83%) was not a major choice.

Our result closely correlates with the finding of the

previous study done by Reid et al (2009)[4] in United

Kingdom. Our findings points out the need to resolve

the current situation where the specialty has several

alternative names.

Structure and functions of the Specialty

There is no guideline on the ideal structure of an

Emergency Department in India, and hence we

included this topic in our survey. Majority were of

the opinion that the Emergency Department should

be completely equipped and have round the clock

coverage by a qualified consultant and registrars

trained in the specialty. 93. 40% voted for a fully

Indraneel Dasgupta et al / Perception of Emergency Medicine by Consultants of Other Specialities in Kolkata-india
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Diagram 2

equipped department with at least 1 consultant

Emergency Physician per shift, registrars and 12 or

more beds. (Diagram 2)

The respondents were of divided opinion when asked

if triaging system in India would be beneficial and

17.9% could not say what Emergency triaging was

and how it actually works. Almost 19.8% were of

the opinion that this would be a failure in India

considering the cultural and social grounds where all

patients feel that they need priority care, and stable

patients if made to wait after categorization will not

accept triaging. 30% of the respondents could not

give an opinion on triage. (Diagram 14, 15)

The majority of the responders (63.2%) felt that the

presence of a complete trauma team in Emergency

Department was vital while handling major trauma.

Such a trauma team should be led by Emergency

physician (100%) along with Anaesthetist, General.

Surgeon and Orthopaedic surgeon (63.2%).

However, 30.19 % were of the opinion that

Emergency Physician with relevant specialty was

enough to manage major trauma. The majority of

the responders (52.8%) were of the opinion minor

trauma could be managed by any trained individual;

whereas, 36.79% opined that it should be done by an

Emergency Physician. (Diagram 8, 9)

In regards to function of the department, the opinion

poll yielded several interesting results.

It was interesting to notice that a lot of consultants

were not well versed with the abbreviation of “RSI”.

Here about 40% of the responders thought any

trained individual could do a RSI. After they had

answered what RSI was, more than 50% percent

felt that the Emergency Physician was the right

person to do it. Only, 13% felt that only an

anaesthetist was the right person to do an RSI. The

majority (86%) of the respondents thought that the

code blue team should be from the emergency

department(ED).13 respondents (12%) felt any

trained individual could be a member of the team

and 3 respondents did not know what a code blue

team was. Even though the majority of respondents

(73.5%) felt that a FAST scan should be done by a

emergency physician many also though that it was

operator dependent. 53 respondents (50%) were of

Indraneel Dasgupta et al / Perception of Emergency Medicine by Consultants of Other Specialities in Kolkata-india
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Diagram 15
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Diagram 8

Diagram 9
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the opinion that the thrombolysis should be done in

the ICCU only and 53(50%) were of the opinion that

it should be done in the emergency department(ED).

Only 4% felt that thrombolysis should be done only

by a cardiologist whereas most of the others thought

that Emergency Physician should do it .When asked

about head injury observation, majority of the

respondents (78%) responded in favour of

neurosurgery ward under neurosurgery. Majority of

the responders (>77%) felt that EGDT in sepsis

should be achieved in the ED itself and about 15%

said that let the relevant consultant decide.

In regards to the disposition of patients from the

Emergency department>42% responders wanted the

patient to be shifted immediately after stabilization

and 37.74% responders thought that it should be as

per the ED physician’s discretion.

Our survey found that Emergency Medicine as a

specialty is gaining greater acceptance and popularity

in this country. The majority of the respondents voted

for a fully equipped department with 24 hour coverage

by trained Emergency Physicians which can

contribute to decision-making for emergency

departments and further development of the specialty.

The respondents were also supportive of a number

of areas of practice by Emergency Physicians such

as diagnostic ultrasound (FAST), resuscitation, code

blue team, major trauma and rapid sequence

intubation. However, there were certain areas like

thrombolysis and Neuro – observation where there

were mixed views by the respondents. These

constructive feedbacks have helped us understand

the purpose, strengths and weaknesses of our

specialty and provide a focus for training and

development. (Diagram 1 to 9)

Satisfaction level of local Emergency

Departments

Our study also surveyed the satisfaction of different

aspects of local Emergency Departments care on a

5-point Likert scale ranging from ‘‘excellent’’ to

‘‘poor’’.
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Diagram 4

Diagram 5
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Diagram 6

Diagram 7
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Diagram 10

Diagram 16
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Almost 81% of responders rated the ED’s

resuscitation skills as excellent or very good. (Diagram

16) 83% of the consultants rated the treatment of

their patients in the Emergency department as

excellent or very good.( Diagram 21) The other areas

that were highly appreciated were management of

sepsis patients (72.64%) (Diagram 10) and trauma

resuscitation skills (93%). The respondents also felt

that Emergency Physicians were very good in hands


